and Rich [2] have studied algebras A over a field F with the property that for any x, y, z e A there exists aeF depending on x, y, z such that (xy)z = ax(yz). They show that if A has a nonzero idempotent then this condition implies associativity. Rich [4] has shown that if for each x,yeA there exists aeF depending on x, y such that xy -ayx, then A is either commutative or anti-commutative. In this paper we study related conditions for an algebra A over a comutative ring R. If either A has no zero divisors or if A has identity element and R is a principal ideal domain, then we can still prove associativity and commutativity under the respective conditions. In general with some additional minor constraints we are able to prove the nilpotency of associators and commutators in A. 1* Preliminaries. Throughout this paper N will denote the set of natural numbers and Z + will denote the set of positive integers. R will denote a commutative, associative ring which may or may not have an identity element. A will denote a not necessarily associative ring which may or may not have an identity element. We assume that A is an algebra over R in the sense that for all a, b e A and a, β e R, (a + β)a -aaΛ-βa, a{a + b) = aa + cώ, (aβ)a = a(βa), and a(ab) -(aa)b = a(ab). As usual if a,b,ce A, the assocίator (a, b y c) -(ab)c -a(bc) and the commutator [a, b] = ab -ba. We will be concerned with the following generalizations of concepts introduced in [1] , [4] . DEFINITION Let x, y, z,ue A, a, βeR such that (x, y, u) 
(ii) Suppose A is scalar commutative. Let x, y, ue A, a, β eR such that yn = uy, yx = axy and (x + u) There exists aeR such that yx = axy. First assume A has an identity element 1. Then there exists βeR such that (x + l)y = βy(x + 1). By Lemma 1.2 we set y -ay -βy + aβy = 0. Hence y(x + 1) -ay(x + 1) = βy(x + 1) -aβy(x + 1) = (x + l)y -a(x + l)y. This implies that (xy -yxf = {xy -axyf = 0.
Next assume A is scalar associative. There exists ΊeR such that (x + #)# = Ύy(x + 2/). By Lemma 
Thus (x, y, zf = 0.
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose A has no zero divisors. ( i ) If A is scalar commutative then A is commutative. (ii) If A is scalar associative then A is associative.
Proof, (i) Let x 9 yeA. There exist a, βeR such that yx = axy and (x + y)y = £y(α; + #). By Lemma 1.2, (y -ay)(y -βy) = 0. So y = ay or 2/ = βy. In either case aψ = yx.
(ii) Let w, v 9 we A be nonzero. Let aeR be such that wcm(tw). Let 10' € A. We make the following claim.
There exists 7 e R such that (uv)w f = Ύu(vw'). Suppose (1) is not true. Then au Φ Ίu. There exists βeR such that (uv)( (vw') . Since A has no zero divisors we get αw + 7w' = /3w + /3w\ Hence (α -/9)w = (/S -Ύ)w'. Thus w' commutes with (a -β)w and w commutes with
Since [w, ^'] Φ 0 we get (α -β)u = 0 = (β -7)w. Hence α^ = 7%, a contradiction. So (1) is true. Similarly, it can be seen that if
Next we show that for all x e A, x-x 2 = # 2 x. Suppose not. Then there exists x e A such that [x, x 2 ] Φ 0. So a? Φ 0 and there exists δeR such that (a ίφ = δx (x-x) . By (1), (2) 2 -x for all a ei, we can use the above repeatedly to conclude that A is associative. If I is an ideal of A which is also a subalgebra, then A/1 is also an algebra over R. If A is scalar associative (resp. scalar commutative) then so is A/I. If A is scalar associative and xe A, then by Lemma 1.1, the nth power of x is zero in one association if and only if it is zero in every association. Hence it makes sense to talk about nilpotent elements in A. Proof. The hypothesis implies that the nilpotents of A form an ideal and a subalgebra. So without loss of generality, let A have no nilpotent elements. By Theorem 2.1, A is commutative. Call an ideal / of A prime if abel implies ael or be I. We now follow some well known ideas (cf. [3; Chapter 4] ). Let xe A, x Φ 0. Let T be the groupoid generated by x. Then 0 g T. By Zorn's lemma there exists a maximal ideal P of A not intersecting T. We claim that P is prime. Suppose there exist α, b e A such that a, b$P but abeP. Let P ι -{na + ra + u\neN, re A, ueP).
Then by commutativity and scalar associativity, P λ is an ideal of A containing P and a. Hence P f] T Φ 0. So there exists d λ -n& + r x aeT for some n λ eN 9 r 1 e A. Similarly there exists d 2 = n 2 b + r 2 beT for some n 2 eN, r 2 e A. So d t d 2 e T. By commutativity, scalar associativity and the fact that abeP, we get dji^eP. This contradiction shows that P is a prime ideal. Hence the intersection of all prime ideals is zero. We claim that each prime ideal P is a subalgebra. For let x e P. Then for any a e R, (ax)(ax) = (a 2 x) x e P. Hence ax e P.
Thus A is a subdirect sum of algebras without zero divisors, each of which scalar associative. By Theorem 2.3, A is associative.
3* Algebras with identity elements* Throughout this section we will assume that R has an identity element 1 satisfying l α = a for all aeA and that A itself has an identity element which will also be denoted by 1. LEMMA 
A is right scalar associative if and only if A is left scalar associative if and only if A is scalar associative.
Proof By the dual nature of the conditions we may assume A is left scalar associative and prove that A is right scalar associative. Since A is left scalar associative we have that for any x, y, ze A, x(yz) = 0 implies (xy)z = 0. Now let a, 6, c e A. There exist a, βe R such that (ab)c -aa(bc), and 1, (x, y) e S/i So we assume fc > 0 and that the statement is true for I < fc. We first show that for any zeA y (x, y, z) The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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